Walking tour: Paris Street art at the Buttes aux Cailles, 13th district

La Butte-aux-Cailles is a small village in the capital. Located in the heart of the 13th arrondissement, this district charms us with its narrow streets and alleys made up of flowery pavilions, townhouses and artists' studios renovated into lofts. The Butte-aux-Cailles is also a delight for street art lovers in Paris, as urban art is very present there. Artists express themselves on the walls of the houses but this art is ephemeral, it lasts for a few days, a few weeks or a few months, and is renewed regularly.

This street art tour accompanied by a guide in the Butte aux Cailles will make you discover its most emblematic works and will allow you to know everything about this so rebellious, atypical and charming district!

Schedule: 15h -17h
Maximum number of participants: 10 persons per group (2 groups)